Influential Communication

Influential Communication: Communicate with LASER
Accuracy!
By Sam Palazzolo

CAUTION! – Using the LASER could be beneficial to your professional and personal life!

Communication skills are at the crosshairs of success. Whether your communication is done
verbally or virtually, your ability to do it effectively, and with influence, will determine your
success or failure. Research shows that 80 percent of people feel that they could achieve
better results if they were able to communicate better. Millions of companies, small and large,
experience communication problems on a regular basis, but in most cases, a simple shift in
focus does the trick.

If you find that your communication is no longer influential, and it’s often missing its intended
target, the solution is simple: It’s called the LASER model, which is unique because its focus is
internal. The starting point for effective communication is within us. What happens if you
initially focus externally rather than internally? Well, it’s like operating your business without a
business plan; achieving anything – even nothing – is acceptable. In order to truly achieve
influential communication, you must focus internally first, pointing the LASER at yourself …
here’s how:
Listen – Listen
to the environment you are in and listen to your own thoughts. Is it so noisy
that you can’t hear
yourself think? The key to
successful internal communication starts
with peace and quiet. Shut your office door, find an empty
cubicle, take that walk around the
building, and locate a place where you
can hear yourself think. You want to be able to hear
your best thoughts!
-
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Ask Questions
– Ask yourself the questions that count for the conversation you are going
to have: What do you want the end result to be? What will it look like? How will you feel when
you accomplish
it? These are the easy
questions to ask and answer!
However, in
order to be truly influential, you need to ask the difficult ones by aiming dead
center! What
will it look like if my communication is ineffective and we
don’t realize the end result? Where
might we come up short of our goal?
What will it look like then?
How will you feel
when you don’t accomplish it? Get uncomfortable when you ask these
tough questions.
The more
uncomfortable you feel, the better the results will be.
Silence – Yeah,
that’s right! The third step is to
sit in silence and listen to the answers
that come to you. Don’t interject your opinions on the
results you receive. This will be
difficult! Instead, just be quiet
and listen to the results as they flow forth from asking those
difficult
questions. Make certain that you
write them down; they’ll come to you fast and
furious so keep track of
them. Use shorthand if
necessary. You need to be able to
recall them when you are done.
Erase the past – There is a reason why the rear-view mirror is smaller than the
windshield
in a car; it’s crucial that you see more of where you’re going
than where you’ve been! We
steer
toward where we look, or aim, our focus.
Unfortunately with communication, we let
our thoughts of how things
went in the past dictate how things will go in the future. If we are
always focusing on where we’ve
been, rather than where we are going, we’re liable to
encounter some obstacles
head on, making future successful communication either unlikely
or
impossible. The past has a way of “clouding”
our vision, making our current
communications not the best that they could
be. Instead, we need
to future-focus on what
we
want to occur!
Realize the Future
– You have yourself in position to listen without the noise and clutter
that usually surrounds each of us.
You’ve made yourself uncomfortable by asking questions
that dug
deep into what you are trying to accomplish. You’ve moved out of your own way
and
answered those uncomfortable questions.
You’re future-focused on the target
ahead. Lastly, determine who needs to hear what
it is you have to say and layout how you
will say it! The time, place or medium you choose to
communicate in may change, but the
message will not. In order to realize the future, you must
be strategic not only with what you
say, but also with whom you say it to!
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What results will you achieve when you use the influential communicationLASER model?
You’ll have an
influential edge
in becoming the
best leader
you can be, making your
best decisions
and achieving your
best results
. However, implementing only the internal communication habits will still cause you to miss your
target. Why? The influential leader combines these internal communication habits with the
external communication discipline necessary in order to achieve truly influential communication.

So the next time you communicate, remember to first focus internally before communicating
externally. As a result, you will achieve success!

Got Influence? You’re either an “InfluencerR” or you’re being “InfluenceD”! Take the “Influential
Leader Inventory” at www.GotInfluence.com and see where you rank against other leaders
who have the “Influential Edge”! Sam Palazzolo is the author of “The Influential Leader: 10
Critical Skills You MUST Possess For Success.” As President and Chief Influence Officer at
Pathos Leadership Group LLC, Sam conducts Influential Keynotes, Workshops, Webinars,
and one-on-one Coaching. Discover more at
ww
w.PathosLeadershipGroup.com
, e-mail
sp@pathosleadershipgroup.com
or call 817-605-1942.

Два-три его соучастника &quot; Сетевые драйверы realtek скачать &quot;встали рядом,
готовясь &quot;
Скача
ть картинку мотоцикла
&quot;помогать ему, словно выполняя роль &quot;
Ваг ком скачать
&quot;крупье[20].

Но как следует ты меня &quot; Финансовый план предприятия &quot;еще не узнал!
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Случилось, однако, так, &quot; Игры страшилки на двоих &quot;что никто не пал в этом
кровавом &quot;
Скачать
русские рок сборники
&quot;поединке.

Свертальф сверкнул желтыми глазами &quot; Растения красной книги нижегородской
области
&quot;и забил по бокам хвостом.

А &quot; Мультфильм джеки чан смотреть бесплатно &quot;кроме того, я вовсе не
собираюсь &quot;
Скачать опера 4
для
&quot;отвеча
ть на ваши вопросы, &quot;
кредит на потребительские нужды
&quot;Зеб Стумп.

оставшаяся часть целиком сконцентрировалась на пасторе.
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